
The Misconduct Disclosure Scheme



Introduction

• The Scheme has been established in 2018 and launched in 2019. 

• The Scheme is facilitated by SCHR.

• The Scheme complements rather than replaces other processes such as police 

checks. 

• The Scheme holds no information on specific cases of abuse to avoid data 

protection and legal issues that have prevented similar initiatives succeeding in 

the past.
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Background

• The Scheme facilitates sharing of misconduct data between employers.

• The Scheme consists of two main commitments:

• A commitment to systematically check with previous employers about any SEA issues relating 

to potential new hires

• A commitment to respond systematically to such checks from others.

• It enables hiring organisation to get better references to make a well-informed 

hiring decision

• The Scheme is intended to ultimately cover all staff.
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Why the Scheme?

Sexual exploitation and abuse has had a huge and ongoing 

impact on organisations in the sector and their ability to respond 

to humanitarian needs 

We identified movement of serial abusers as an area where we 

could have concrete impact for the wider community
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Timeline – key activities



What does the Misconduct Disclosure Scheme do?

• It facilitates sharing of information related to cases of sexual misconduct with 

future employers

• Respects data protection and employment law

• It enables any hiring organisation to get better information to make a better 

hiring decision

• It protects the people we work with



What it doesn’t do?

• It doesn’t ‘blacklist’ or ‘whitelist’ people

• It doesn’t make the hiring decision  for you

• It’s not a central database – its about enabling data sharing between employers, 

which allows secure data protection and correction

• It’s not a substitute for a comprehensive Prevention of Sexual Exploitation and 

Abuse approach



Scheme in practice

The Scheme provides a set of 

questions related to sexual 

misconduct.

It can be easily adapted as part of 

your existing reference checks. 



Using MDS in practice

Save the Children (MDS

member 2)
2021-now

Non-MDS member 32020-2021

Oxfam Mexico (MDS

Member 1)
2018-2020

Non-MDS member2005-2018

Non-MDS member 12003-2005

New 

employee

Employment history



The idea behind the Scheme
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Organisations sign 

up to the scheme

Agencies share data on 

misconduct systematically 

and at scale

Shared information 

results in better 

hiring decisions.

Agencies become confident that 

they can legally and practically

share data on misconduct

Stronger legal and 

practical case for sharing 

data on misconduct

Better hiring decisions 

reduces hiring of abusers 

and, by extension, 

exploitation and abuse.



Our members

• Number of Implementing Organisations has increased from to 14 (in 2019) to 

over 130 (in March 2022)

• These include INGOs, LNGOs, private sector organisations and UNHCR 

(currently piloting the Scheme)

• Organisations vary from large confederations, to small national ones with less 

than 15 employees.



Impact (2019-21)

Over 25,500 checks
conducted

142 applications rejected



Progress: 2019-2021 Implementation Data
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The future of the Scheme

More systematic implementation 

amongst current members

Increased 

membership

Extended scope

More engagement with local and 

national organisations

Closer engagement 

with UN agencies

Identifying 

champions amongst 

donors



Why do we need the Scheme?

● Strong anecdotal and case evidence that individuals with known previous 

misconduct are still being hired

● Previous misconduct is not picked up by police checks as behaviour is 

generally non-criminal or not investigated/proved to a criminal standard

● Previous employers remain reluctant to share data on previous misconduct



A note on risk perception

Which weights more?

Which is more visible?
Making checks

• Legal exposure

• Small financial risk (e.g. 

if sued)

• Risk of wrongly 

blacklisting an individual

Not making checks

• People we work with 

suffer abuse

• Huge reputational risk

• Huge financial risk

• Legal exposure



Project Soteria increases information sharing between the aid sector and law enforcement 

about aid workers of concern. Soteria’s Threat Identification Scheme can screen new recruits 

against Interpol databases.

Misconduct Disclosure Scheme allows previous employers to share information 

about an employee’s past misconduct

Aid Worker Registration Scheme provides an accurate work 

history linked to identity

Routine employment checks continue to be applied

Previous employers

New employer has adequate information to make better-informed hiring decisions and have more 

confidence that they are keeping people safe

Clear Check allows information sharing amongst UN entities, system-wide, on 

individuals who have established allegations related to SEAH.

Link to other initiatives



Get involved

Some of the reasons for joining the Scheme:

● implementation of the Scheme helps protect your staff and 

community members,

● it helps achieve donor requirements related to safer recruitment 

(e.g. from the UN IP PSEA Assessment),

● it’s a public commitment that your organisation is committed to 

PSEAH and improving referencing practices. 
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Available support

Legal advice available on SCHR website

Tools and resources

Sample communication materials

Support with promoting and onboarding organisations

Scheme’s registry

Support with annual reporting



Thank you!

Contact the MDS Coordinator:

mds@chsalliance.org

Visit the MDS website:

https://misconduct-disclosure-scheme.org/
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